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Kramer Electronics and Calibre UK Introduce the Universal  

VP-794 Multi-input Scaler 
 

The industry’s most powerful & versatile multi-input scaler  

 

Clinton, NJ – December 23, 2013 – Integrated Systems Europe 2014 will see the 

introduction of the very first model in Kramer’s new professional & events range, the VP-

794 multi-input scaler designed for scaling, scan conversation, professional edge-blend and 

warping of video content on to projection and LED video wall displays as well as for 

general purpose events & broadcast scaling. The VP-794 is multi-personality; it can be 

switched between LED, Projection or Scaler/Scan Converter modes, greatly appealing to 

rental and staging providers as it permits a single model to be held in an inventory. 

  

The introduction of the VP-794 is a result of the recent announcement of the joint 

cooperation between Calibre UK, British electronics manufacturer and electronics designer, 

manufacturer and supplier, Kramer Electronics, Ltd. 

  

"The most powerful and easy to use scaler in its class, the VP-794 is targeted towards 

rental, large venue and fixed installations as well as premium digital signage applications," 

said Tim Brooksbank, Chairman of Calibre UK who also manages this new product range 

within Kramer Electronics, Ltd. 
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Performance and functionality combined 

The VP-794 is based on Calibre UK's HQView architecture optimised for low latency 

scaling to arbitrary active image sizes. The VP-794 features powerful dual-processor 

architecture with 16-bit professional-grade blend processing with de-gamma, post-warp 

blending for optimal blend and warp performance and curved screen warping. 

  

The VP-794 can capture a live image for display as a still, for example a customer logo 

screen or backdrop. Unlike other scalers available in the market, the VP-794 can scale, 

warp and blend this captured image, which is a valuable benefit for LED & Projection 

displays. 

  

Offering the industry's best image calibration and flexibility, the VP-794 offers per input 

channel RGB, Bri/Con/Saturation/Hue controls, including on digital and computer graphics 

inputs. This is an important feature for color matching images and displays on-set. 

  

The VP-794 video inputs include HDMI, DVI, VGA, Component, Composite, YC/SVideo 

and 3G-SDI inputs and Separate Genlock. Audio pass-through and de-embed is achieved 

from 3G-SDI & HDMI to 3G-SDI, HDMI & SPDIF. The VP-794 has a Built-in Test 

Pattern Generator including SMPTE Bars, Pluge, Aspect Ratio Test, Greyscale as well as 

custom downloadable test patterns that are accessible via web browser interface. 

  

With ease of use in mind, the rack-mountable VP-794 has front panel LCD menu with a 

jog-shuttle wheel for fast setup. Remote control over a network takes advantage of an 

inbuilt webserver. 

  

Designed with the application in mind 

In projection environments, the VP-794 can be used for scaling, edge blending, warping, 

geometry correction and color correction. For use with flat panel displays, the VP-794 

performs outstanding scaling and switching, scan conversion, rotation, portrait mode and 

color correction. 

  



For video wall display, the VP-794 performs vital functions such as downscaling, pixel 

accurate sizing, arbitrary image size and color correction. The VP-794 has a dedicated LED 

videowall processing mode with ultra-easy to configure output window sizing using 'drag 

and drop' and automatic pan/tilt/zoom adjusting to the fit LED videowall, which remains 

correct even if the input resolution or channel is changed. 

 

See the VP-794 multi-input scaler first at the Kramer Electronics stand 1F20 at Integrated 

Systems Europe 2014, Amsterdam RAI.  

 

For more information about Kramer Electronics please go to www.kramerelectronics.com 

For more information about Calibre please go to www.calibreuk.com 

 

 

 

For further Calibre information please contact: 

 

Katinka Allender, Publicist, K-Communications & Associates 

Email: k.allender@k-communications.com 

Phone: +44 (0)1491 571402 

Address: Suite 17750, Lower Ground Floor, 145-157 St John Street, London, EC1V 4PW, UK 

 
 

 

About Kramer Electronics  

Founded in 1981, with its world headquarters in Israel, Kramer Electronics Ltd. is a leading 

manufacturer of high-quality analog and digital audio, video and computer signal 

management products. Our products are aimed for the ProAV, Presentation, Production, 

Broadcast, Home Theater, Houses of Worship and Security markets.   

 

Kramer’s product line includes audio, video and computer signal processing equipment, 

distribution amplifiers (DAs), switchers, matrix switchers, digital and analog decoders and 

encoders, time-base correctors, presentation accessories, cable assemblies, scan converters 

and scalers. In addition, we offer Serial Digital (SDI), FireWire (IEEE 1394), DVI, HDMI, 

DisplayPort, and HDTV signal processing and distribution equipment. Broadcast quality 
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routers, distribution amplifiers, and controllers are offered through Kramer’s Sierra Video 

Systems’ products.   

 

Kramer has corporate sales and distribution offices in the United States, Canada, Mexico, 

Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, United Kingdom, France, Spain, Finland, Sweden, Germany, 

Poland, Switzerland, Italy, India, China, Thailand, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, 

Australia and New Zealand.  

 

 

About Calibre 

Celebrating its 25th year Calibre has over the years achieved world recognition providing 

image scaling and processing technologies for use in digital cinema, large venue projection 

and LED events, surgical medical applications and broadcast/television studios.  Calibre 

manufactures products under its own brand-names as well as providing products and 

technology to several market leaders in the Pro-AV market worldwide. Calibre is a market 

leader in innovation, utilizing its own, UK & Germany-based in-house hardware and 

software design teams for all its product developments and its own UK manufacturing. 
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